When Highest Safety and Reliability Are Needed

BAI Fire Fighting & Rescue Vehicles – introduced by thenex®

Innovative & Custom-tailored
BAI - Brescia Antincendi International Srl - is Europe’s leading company designing, manufacturing and marketing a broad range of custom fire fighting and rescue vehicles, with first class after-sales services, specific training programmes, customized maintenance agreements and a wide range of spare parts. thenex® and BAI together offer perfect technical solutions and reliable security where needed most.

Expertise
Extensive knowledge of the fire fighting vehicle market enables thenex® to deliver state-of-the-art quality for each application at a very competitive price. It goes without saying that flexible and efficient procurement services come with a first-class project management.

After-sales Service
The intense cooperation with all customers helps to procure optimal services and highly qualified: Repairing of vehicles, equipment and fire fighting modules, modifying vehicles, maintenance service.

Quality Management
Industrial Fire Fighting Vehicles
Counteracting specific dangers arising from areas having high risk of fire such as petrochemical industries, power and nuclear plants, ports, etc. All types of extinguishing agents: water, foam and powder.

Airport Fire Fighting Vehicles
Rapid intervention, high extinguishing capacity, special chassis (foam crash tenders) and rescue stairs vehicles. Fast and safe in any case of a hazardous situation due to innovative technology. All vehicles respect ICAO & NFPA standards.

Municipal Fire Fighting Vehicles
Intervention in areas of difficult access (such as historical centres, congested traffic zones, mountainous areas) and in places where fire fighting intervention requires water and/or foam of superior capacities.

Rescue Vehicles
Multi-purpose vehicles primarily designed for technical rescue situations. Special attention is given to the equipment location inside the superstructure in order to guarantee as much efficiency as possible.

Forest Fire Fighting Vehicles
Intervention in forests, woods and rural areas. Top off-road performance, manoeuvrability, ability to climb, small dimensions and low weight. Outstanding extinguishing capacity.

And many more special vehicles can be provided.